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Sleek lines. Precision controls. And Olympus’ 
most advanced imaging technology. The 
new interchangeable lens PEN-F camera is 
ideal for professional street photographers, 
as a second camera for studio pros, and 
for anyone who loves vintage design and 
photography. It’s all here: impeccable 
craftsmanship, superior resolution, and 
powerful in-body image stabilization for ultra 
sharp images.

•  20 MP Live MOS Sensor

•  50 MP High Res Shot Mode

•  5-Axis In-body Image & Video Stabilization

•  Wi-Fi Wireless Control

•  OLED Electronic Viewfinder

•    Fully Customizable In-Camera Monochrome  
and Color Profile Control

O U R  I C O N I C  M A S T E R P I E C E . 
Y O U R  U LT I M A T E  I N S P I R A T I O N .

Olympus Visionary Mike Boening   
Olympus PEN-F | M.Zuiko Digital ED 12mm F2.0 | 1.0sec | F11 | ISO 200    

Preset 3: Chrome Film Vivid Saturation | Live Composite Technology



PEN-F ACCESSORIES

CAMERA GRIP ECG-4
With its high-quality, robust metal construction, this professional grip ensures even clearer and 
sharper images.  Once attached to your PEN-F, the grip’s design gives you instant access to the 
battery compartment.  The grip also has a quick shoe rail feature which allows one-touch mounting to 
compatible tripods and other mounting devices.
Retail $129.99

BODY JACKET CS-47B
This genuine leather body jacket is tailor-made to fi t the design of the Olympus PEN-F and is securely fi xed 
through a screw.   The body jacket protects your PEN-F from scratches and the elements.  Leather camera 
strap CSS-S109LL compliments this body jacket nicely (sold separately).
Retail $52.99

CAMERA STRAP CSS-S109LL
Extra-soft,  high quality genuine leather camera strap.  Securely fastens to the side of the camera.  Fits 
perfectly to the design and quality of the Premium Leather Body Jacket CS-47B (sold separately).
Retail $49.99

FISHEYE BODY CAP LENS BCL-0980
As creative as a body cap can get, the Fisheye Body Cap 9mm f/8 Lens is a unique ultra-wide 18mm 
equivalent lens for Micro Four Thirds mirrorless cameras.  Extremely slim, this body cap measures just 0.5” 
thick. The body cap lens has a manual focus lever that can be set to close up and infi nity focus settings.
Retail $99.99

BODY CAP LENS BCL-1580
This 15mm f8.0 Body Cap Lens serves as a body cap when carrying the camera around without its 
interchangeable lens, and transforms to become a pan-focus snapshot lens to capture images. The lens 
has three glass lens elements in three groups and is only 0.4” thick.  It can be used as a wide-angle lens 
equivalent with a single focal length of 30mm (35mm camera equivalent).   
Retail $49.99

FL-900R FLASH
Weatherproof, high-intensity fl ash boasts a guide number of 58 meters (at ISO 100) and covers a wide range 
of focal lengths with an electronic zoom head.  The built-in 1.5w LED light in the FL-900R is a useful tool as 
both a continuous source for video shooting and as a focus assist light when shooting stills.  One-touch on/
off control lets you quickly access 100 Lux power (at 1m) when you fi nd yourself in low light situations.
Retail $579.99

VINTAGE CAMERA BAG
This vintage style camera bag includes adjustable/removable padded compartments.  The bag measures 
6.5” tall by 8” wide by 5” deep and can accommodate an Interchangeable Lens Camera body, several lenses 
and also accessories such as extra batteries.  The PEN-F with grip attached fi ts nicely.  There is also a pocket 
underneath the top fl ap and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Retail $39.99


